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Grey House Publishing announces the 2008 Edition of
The Grey House Safety & Security Directory
The 2008 Grey House Safety & Security Directory is Grey House Publishing’s sixth edition of
this highly-regarded resource, which has been in print for 60 years. Still the standard in its field, this
Directory is the resource that safety professionals – engineers, facility managers, construction-site
managers – turn to throughout the year for important safety compliance and product information.
This unique directory puts at your fingertips OSHA regulations, checklists for self-inspections,
and training articles that summarize state-of-the-industry trends and programs that quickly and
efficiently improve safety results and workplace compliance. This information has been organized into
16 chapters, each following the format of the most important OSHA regulations.
This edition includes regulations in nearly 100 specific categories, including dozens of OSHA
documents giving compliance guidance and advice. You’ll find information on “What Every Employer
Should Know about Employees’ Rights,” “How to Comply with OSHA’s Records, Reports and
Notices,” explanations of OSHA Inspection Process, Voluntary Protection Programs, Variance
Procedures and all regional and state offices. All OSHA regulations have been updated through
November 2007, and Editor’s Notes point out important changes and clarify especially confusing
regulations.
Arrangement is simple and all content is easy to find in this one, easy-to-use volume. Chapters
1 through 16 each focus on a specific safety issue, from Administration to Lighting Safety to Handling
Hazardous Materials. All chapters include the following segment sections:
¾ OSHA Regulations: OSHA regulations have been updated through November 2007,
and Editor’s Notes point out important changes and clarify especially confusing
regulations.
¾ Training Articles: Each chapter presents valuable articles, written by industry
professionals. In addition to brand new articles, we’ve included a number that have
been revised from previous editions, for a total of 75 detailed, illustrated articles.
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Self-Inspection Checklists: This edition includes 32 chapter-specific checklists that
help turn thoughts into action, resulting in better informed trainers and better trained
employees.
¾ Helpful Buyers’ Guides: You’ll find 79 Buyer’s Guides arranged in chapter categories
that complement the arrangement of the OSHA regulations. They are arranged in
detailed product categories and include companies that offer the exact product or
service you need.
¾

Following the chapters are six indexes designed to help you find the exact company or resource
that you are looking for:
¾ Geographical Index of Manufacturers and Distributors
¾ Company Profile Index
¾ Brand Name Index
¾ Product Index
¾ Index of Web Sites
¾ Index of Advertisers
All this, plus Company Profiles, Industry Resources, a Glossary and Product Index make the
2008 Grey House Safety & Security Directory a truly valuable resource, carefully designed for
professionals who need to comply with regulations immediately. It combines reference, training
support and access to products that will keep their job site, plant floor and manufacturing facility in
compliance, thus providing a safe and productive environment.
The accompanying web site, www.safetydir.com, offers you immediate contact with providers
of products and services, as well as updated OSHA regulations, new training articles and selfinspection checklists. Most of the information on the web site is also available in downloadable .pdf
files so that you can store them on your laptop and print them out on the job site for multiple managers.
And here you can sign up for our monthly newsletter, The Watchful Reader, to receive current news
and information in the safety and security industry all year long.
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